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MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
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without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Agenda

I. Nexus standards and implications
II. Economic presence as a strategy for states to extend tax reach
III. Nexus developments impacting multistate companies & state COVID nexus relief provisions
V. Navigating apportionment and sourcing issues and ensuring compliance
VI. Planning strategies to minimize state tax risks based on nexus
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Nexus Standards and Implications
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR

Historical Slide





National Bellas Hess v Illinois (1967)
Quill Corp. v. North Dakota (1992)
Dilution of Quill
• Geoffrey v. South Carolina (1993)
• Since 1993, 14 states, including South Carolina, with court decisions
confirming economic presence nexus is valid for substantial nexus for
income tax purposes relating to licensing of IP, credit card
receivables: CO; IL; IN; IA; LA; MD; MA; NJ; NM; NC; OK; OR; SC; WV.



States have adopted factor-presence nexus statutes for corporate
income tax or gross receipts tax purposes: AL, CA, CO, CT, HI,
MI, NY, OH (CAT), OR (CAT), PA, TN, TX (Margins), WA (B&O).
• Examples of local jurisdictions: Philadelphia, Allentown.
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Doing business, deriving any income standards

Physical presence
- Offices
- Warehouses
- 3PLs
- FBA
- Tradeshows
- Employees
- Agency nexus
- IC’s / agents

Other “Physical Presence” Expansion Techniques
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Prior to Wayfair, states have also enacted statutes to impose sales/use
tax collection responsibilities based on:
•

Affiliate nexus – remote sellers with affiliated ownership with an entity that
has an in-state physical presence.

•

Click-through nexus – remote seller enters into an agreement with a resident
of a state in which the resident directly or indirectly refers potential
customers to the retailer for a commission or other consideration.

•

“Cookie” nexus – remote seller is treated as having physical presence with a
state based on the “presence” of “cookies” on customers’ or prospective
customers’ computers.

•

FBA / Inventory nexus – remote seller is treated as having physical presence
with a state based on it having inventory in a fulfillment center

In Wayfair, the U.S.
Supreme Court identified
use tax notice, “clickthrough nexus,” and
“cookie nexus” as
examples for the failure of
the physical presence rule
“likely” to create
“technical and arbitrary
disputes.”

Wayfair Decision

On June 21, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in South Dakota v.
Wayfair.
In a 5-4 decision, the Court ruled in favor of South Dakota and overruled Quill
Corp. v. North Dakota and National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of
Ill.
The Court concluded that “the physical presence rule of Quill is unsound and
incorrect.”
Remanded to the South Dakota Supreme Court to evaluate if the provision meets
the other tests for constitutionality (parties rumored to be negotiating a
settlement.)
To replace the physical presence rule of Quill and National Bellas Hess, the Court
held that substantial nexus is established •
“When the taxpayer [or collector] ‘avails itself of the substantial privilege of
carrying on business’ in” a state.
Wayfair’s economic and virtual contacts with South Dakota, as measured by more
than $100,000 of sales or 200 separate sales transactions satisfied Wayfair’s
substantial nexus definition.
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As a result of the Wayfair
decision, a physical
presence is no longer
required for substantial
nexus under the
Commerce Clause.
Prospective application.
45 states now have
Wayfair/ economic nexus
standard for sales tax.

Sales Tax Economic Nexus Examples

Maine – $100,000 sales or 200 transactions (enforcement date: 7/1/2018)
 Illinois – $100,000 sales or 200 transactions (effective 10/1/2018)
 New York - $500,000 sales AND 100 transactions (effective 6/21/2018)
 Connecticut – $250,000 sales AND 200 transactions (eff. 12/1/2018)
Effective 6/1/2019, reduced to $100,000 sales AND 200 transactions
 Idaho - $100,000 sales (eff. 6/1/2019)
 South Carolina - $100,000 sales (eff. 11/1/2018)
 Virginia - $100,000 sales or 200 transactions (eff. 7/1/2019)
When calculating whether you exceed Virginia’s threshold, its statute requires you to
aggregate the sales of all commonly controlled persons, as defined under IRC Sec. 1563(a).
 Georgia – $250,000 sales or 200 transactions (effective 1/1/2019)
Effective 1/1/2020, $100,000 or 200 transactions
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Non-Conformity with Sales Tax Imposition



Safe harbors / thresholds
• Sales volume ≥ $100K
• Transactions ≥ 200
• “and” or “or”



Which sales count towards thresholds?
• All sales (WI)
• Exclude sales for resale (IL)
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Test periods
• Current & prior calendar year (SD)
• Current & prior fiscal year (WI)
• Prior 12-months (OK, PA)
• Every quarter (IL)



Non-filing penalties (even if all retail
sales are exempt)
• Kentucky
• New Jersey
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Sales Tax Nexus Trends After Wayfair
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Lowering of sales threshold amounts (ex. Arizona & Georgia)



Shift from dual threshold approach through elimination of the transaction thresholds (ex.
Iowa & North Dakota)



Even though sales tax has traditionally been imposed on an entity-by-entity basis, some state
rules require a remote seller to calculate its sales based on its entire affiliated group. (ex.
Virginia)



Elimination of “cookie” nexus (ex. Massachusetts & Ohio)

Businesses Impacted



Retail and Consumer Products
• E-Commerce
• Service Providers



Technology
• Online services (SaaS, sellers of digital products)



Private Equity/M&A
• PE firms and strategic buyers will need to address Wayfair exposure
and ongoing compliance requirements of their portfolio companies
and targets.



Non-U.S. Businesses
• U.S. tax treaties generally do no t apply at the state level
• A foreign business with no U.S. permanent establishment may still be
subject to state economic nexus provisions
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All industries are likely to
see an impact from the
Wayfair decision, but
these are likely the most
widely impacted.

If the answer is “yes”
to either of these
questions, then a
company is likely
impacted by Wayfair.
Further inquiry should
be undertaken to
determine a company’s
“new” nexus footprint
after Wayfair.
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Does my company sell goods or services into states where
it is not registered or filing sales/use tax returns?
Does my company ship goods or provide services to
customers located in states where we have little or no
physical presence?
Other questions that a company should also ask include:
• Does my company make online sales of services or digital products?
• Does my company file sales/use tax returns in every state where it
ships or delivers goods or services?
• Has my company received a “nexus questionnaire” or audit notices
from any state where we are not currently registered for sales/use
taxes?

Complete Auto Transit 4-Prong Test



1.
2.
3.
4.



Substantial Nexus
Non-discrimination
Fair Apportionment
Fair Relationship to Services
Provided to the State

Japan Line Ltd. Two Additional Reqs
1. Not subject foreign commerce to
the risk of multiple taxation
2. Not impair federal government’s
ability to speak with one voice
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Yes— the concepts of economic nexus apply to nonU.S. entities
U.S. treaties generally do not apply to state taxes
• Unless the non-U.S. entity can prove discrimination



Protections against Nexus:
• Dormant Commerce Clause
-



4-prong test from Complete Auto Transit

Foreign Commerce Clause
• Complete Auto Transit 4-prong test + two additional
requirements form Japan Line Ltd.

How are Foreign Corporations Detected by Taxing Agencies?



Customs Warehouse
• Review bills of lading and manifests, which typically include amounts on them
• If non-US entity does not comply with filing/charging/collecting, could seize goods when
enter the state



Department of Transportation
• e.g., California Highway Patrol (CHP) in California for trucking



Federation of Tax Administrators sharing information, per the MTC



Foreign Corporations’ vendors/customers that get audited for sales/use tax
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Marketplace Facilitator Rules





As of January 2021, most states have adopted marketplace facilitators rules (except Florida, Kansas,
Missouri).
•

For the most part, the thresholds are identical to each State’s remote seller economic nexus thresholds

•

But there are variations in effective dates!

Marketplace
•



Marketplace Facilitator (a/k/a Marketplace Providers)
•
•
•



Typically defined as the entity that owns and operates the marketplace, and directly or indirectly processes
transactions on behalf of marketplace sellers
Facilitators are required to charge/collect/remit sales tax on taxable transactions made through its marketplace
Considered the “retailer” under some state's marketplace schemes

Marketplace Sellers
•
•
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Typically defined as a physical or electronic place, platform, forum, store, website, catalog, or other sales software
application where TPP is offered for sale

Typically defined as a seller, other than the marketplace facilitator/provider that sells through the marketplace
Be aware: If a marketplace seller has nexus in a state, and it makes any taxable sales that are not through a
marketplace, then it would be required to collect/remit sales tax on those transactions
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Example: Remote Seller vs. Marketplace Facilitator
Effective Date Dilemma
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Economic Presence as a Strategy for
States to Extend Tax Reach
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR

Corporate Income Tax Economic-Factor Presence
Nexus Statutes After Wayfair


In Wayfair, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that South Dakota’s more than
$100,000 of sales or 200 or more separate transactions threshold
satisfied the substantial nexus requirement.



New States with Economic Nexus after Wayfair: MA, PA, PHL, CA Cities
(SF), IN, HI, NH, TX.



More states should be expected to adopt factor-presence nexus statutes
after Wayfair.



Public Law 86-272 protections against state net income taxes still apply!
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Based on rulings, Virginia will
also assert corporate income
tax nexus based on any
positive apportionment
factor (although tends to be
used on audit to challenge
filings of nexus combined or
consolidated returns).
P.L. 86-272 still applies, but
only to sellers of tangible
personal property and only if
such seller’s in-state activity
is solicitation of orders or
activities entirely ancillary to
solicitation.

States with Income Tax/Gross Receipts Tax Economic Nexus Statutes
(AS OF 09/30/2020)

No Corporate
Tax

WA
MT

ME

ND
VT

MN

OR
ID

NV

UT

CA

AZ

CT

IA

PA
IL

CO

OH

IN

MO

OK

NM

NC

TN
SC
MS

TX

VA

KY

AR
AL

RI

NJ

D
E

M
D

WV
KS

MA

MI

WY
NE

No guidance

NH

NY

WI

SD

GA

LA

D
C

Economic nexus
case law
Factor-presence
nexus statute/rule
Other economic
nexus statute
or rule

AK
FL

HI
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Fullest extent
under US Const.

Nexus Developments Impacting Multistate Companies
& State COVID Nexus Relief Provisions
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR

State & Local Business Taxes During the Pandemic
Will the presence of employees working remotely from home create taxable nexus for the employer in that state?
General Rule for State Tax Nexus: State tax nexus may be created by a single employee visiting the state let alone
employees teleworking from the state for weeks, months or years.
State Income Taxes


During COVID-19 - 18 states provide that the presence of an employee working in a state due to shelter-in-place
restrictions will not create nexus for tax purposes in that state: AL, CA, DC, GA, IA, IN, MA, MD, ME, MN, MS, ND, NJ,
OR, PA, RI, SC (through 2020), WI, City of Philadelphia.
Other Considerations • P.L. 86-272? Are teleworking employees’ activities limited only to solicitation? Did the nature of job
responsibilities change?
• Factor presence states – impact on the payroll factor?
• Apportionment considerations in COP states / 3-factor formula states (impact on payroll factor)
• Which state to use: remote location vs. where employee’s normal work location is?
• Credits & Incentives – are you meeting your obligations?
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State & Local Business Taxes During the Pandemic
Will the presence of employees working remotely from home create taxable nexus for the employer in
that state?
State Income Taxes (cont).
 Post COVID-19 - states will assert that telecommuters will create business nexus for income taxes and
sales and use taxes.
• Pennsylvania: guidance is in effect until earlier of June 30, 2021 or 90 days after the Proclamation
of Disaster Emergency in Pennsylvania is lifted. DOR will not impose CNIT or SUT nexus solely based
on temp. telecommuters.
• Philadelphia (BIRT & NPT): guidance is in effect until the earlier of June 30, 2021, or 90 days after
the Proclamation of Disaster Emergency in Pennsylvania is lifted.
• Other Examples – be mindful of beginning & expiration dates.
• Temporary nexus provisions due to COVID vs. Economic nexus.
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TELEWORKING EMPLOYEES

Nexus
WHEN DOES TELEWORKING DUE TO COVID-19 END?


OH: Days worked during OH’s pandemic emergency declaration and
for 30 days after the declaration is lifted will be attributed to the
employee’s principal place of work



GA: Duration of federal, state, or local work-from-home order or
diagnosis of COVID-19 and 14 days subsequent to lifting of
order/recovery.



Phased regional or local re-openings



State or local stay-at-home orders lifted; employer mandate stays in
place



Record maintenance and documentation – manage the “tail risk”

State & Local Business Taxes During the Pandemic
Will the presence of employees working remotely from home create taxable nexus for the employer in
that state?
State Sales and Use Taxes
 COVID-19 Teleworking: States have indicated that they will “waive” sales tax nexus if no other factor
created nexus during COVID-19. If only income tax nexus is addressed, can you assume provisions also
apply to sales tax? (ex. CA, DC, ND, IA).
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Remote Employees: A business may be subject to sales and use tax registration, filing and collection
requirements.



Other Considerations:
• Rate changes, Wayfair standards changes, & tax base broadening to fill the budgetary gaps
• Sales tax prepayment requirements
• PPE & COVID Surcharges
• Exemption Certificates – is the exempt customer still around?
• Increased Audits

General State Income Tax (SIT) Withholding Rules
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General Rule: An employer is required to deduct and withhold state income taxes on wages paid to
employees in the state where the employee’s services are being performed.



Commuters: An employee who may be assigned to the employer’s physical work location, but the employee
lives in another state.
• Withholding Tax: Employees that live in one state but primarily work in another are generally subject
to the withholding rules of the work state or office location regardless of where they live.



Remote Employees: An employee assigned to the employer’s physical work location but performs some or all
services remotely from home in another state.
• Withholding Tax: Various conflicting state rules either the location where services are actually
performed or attributed back to the state of the employee’s office (“convenience of employer rule”).



Business Travelers: An employee who works in one state but travels to other states to work.
• Withholding Tax: An employee may be subject to withholding taxes on wages earned for services
performed in the other state (as a nonresident) based on number of days in another state (sometimes
just one day) or exceeding the personal exemption threshold.

Tax Withholding Implications During COVID-19
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COVID-19 pandemic increased the number of employees working remotely due to stay-home orders
and closures of physical company offices and other worksites
• As a result, several states issued withholding guidance related to COVID-19
•

Temporary guidance generally applies only to employees working remotely solely due to
COVID-19 during the duration of the declared emergency

•

Majority of this guidance allows employers to continue withholding as they were prior to
COVID-19 (i.e., based on an employee’s primary work location), as opposed to enforcing
withholding in the employee’s new, temporary work state

•

To the extent remote employment is not solely due to COVID-19 or is deemed indefinite in
nature, the employment may not fall within the state COVID-19 exceptions post pandemic or
when emergency state lifted.

Best Practice: If no temporary COVID-19 withholding guidance had been released, it appeared
employers should continue following the state’s general withholding provisions
• Whether to change state withholding based on remote and teleworking locations of employees
created uncertainty and dilemma for employers with employees working in new locations
where guidance is inconsistent across states.

State Withholding Tax Guidance During COVID-19
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New Jersey
• “During the temporary period of the COVID-19 pandemic, wage income will continue to be
sourced as determined by the employer in accordance with the employer’s
jurisdiction. The Reciprocal Personal Income Tax Agreement between New Jersey and
Pennsylvania eliminates wage sourcing issues for these employees as there is agreement to
not tax the wages of a resident of the other state.” Accordingly, the wages of employees
working remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic will continue to be sourced to New Jersey
for withholding and income tax purposes.



New York
• Application of the Convenience of the Employer Rule continues unchanged during
COVID-19.



Pennsylvania
• For an employee who normally works in Pennsylvania and is working from home
temporarily in another state without a reciprocity agreement due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the DOR would not consider that as a change to the sourcing of the employee's
compensation. It would remain Pennsylvania source income for all tax purposes and the
employer is required to withhold on the compensation. The rule is scheduled to expire on
June 30, 2021.

Convenience of Employer Rule
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States with a “Convenience of Employer” rule generally impose income tax withholding on wages
paid to nonresident employees who typically work or are assigned to work from an employer office
within the state, but who work some days outside the state (e.g., from the employee’s home
office).



Wages earned while working outside the state (e.g., from home) are still subject to the state’s
income tax withholding if the reason the employee is working outside the state is for the employee’s
convenience, as opposed to business necessity.
•

States with Convenience of the Employer Rules include: Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Nebraska, New
York State; Pennsylvania (and Philadelphia).

•

New York released FAQs confirming the application of the Convenience of Employer Rule during COVID-19 (no
exception for business necessity due to pandemic). (October 19, 2020)

•

Philadelphia guidance provides that non-resident employees who work for Philadelphia-based employers are
not subject to Philadelphia Wage Tax during the time they are required to work outside of Philadelphia
(revised Nov. 5, 2020).

Practical Guidance Post-COVID-19 Pandemic
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Review state and local withholding tax compliance requirements
- Employers should arrange to have updated state-by-state withholding guidance to meet the employer
filing requirements that may impact their remote and teleworking employee population.
-

States will eventually curtail temporary tax relief provisions attributable to the COVID-19 period and may
have varying end dates to the emergency and the related tax implications.

-

Employers that are currently being proactive in meeting compliance requirements will be best positioned
to respond to future changes in withholding rules.

Consider tax implications of a mobile/remote workforce
- A larger population of remote or teleworking employees may subject the employer to withholding in new
states
-

Track employee temporary business travel and permanent relocations to the extent possible; require
formal request and approval process for certain situations

-

Determine whether an employee’s remote work location is still considered temporary due to COVID-19; or,
has the employee been approved to work remote indefinitely?

-

Develop company policy and desktop procedures to address remote employees and “flex” work
arrangements post-COVID-19

How to Identify Work Locations
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Key fobs/security systems
Time entry systems
Timecards
Travel reimbursement reports
GPS
Software tracking
Ask the employee to selfidentify
Employee communication and
education of the tax issues is
key (without giving personal tax
advice)

Tips for Tracking Employees’ Location

Employers
❑ Ascertain the location where employees are
working during COVID-19 and post COVID-19
(e.g., employee survey).
❑ Monitor amount of time spent at different
work locations (e.g., time-entry with location
data).
❑ Review and update company policies regarding
temporary vs. indefinite remote work and
approvals needed for employee relocation
requests.
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Employees
❑ Record time spent working in a temporary,
remote or travel work location.
❑ Review your state/local tax withholdings on
each paystub and W-2 form.
❑ Notify your employer of any changes in your
state of residence, number of exemptions,
telecommuting or remote arrangements and
complete the appropriate state tax exemption
forms where applicable (similar to federal W-4)

Navigating Apportionment and Sourcing Issues to
Ensure Compliance
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR

Single-Sales Factor Formulas – Current Status
Arizona (election)

Illinois

Minnesota

Oregon

Arkansas

Indiana

Missouri

Pennsylvania

California

Iowa

Nebraska

Rhode Island

Colorado

Kentucky

New Hampshire
(2023)

South Carolina

Connecticut

Louisiana

New Jersey

Texas

Delaware

Maine

New York

Utah

District of Columbia

Maryland (2022)

New York City

Wisconsin

Georgia

Michigan

North Carolina

*States may require SSF for specific industries (e.g., financial institutions, transportation
companies, etc.). MD and MA require manufacturers to use SSF. MS and VA require
retailers to use SSF (and debt buyers for VA). TN, UT, and VA provide an election to
manufacturers to use SSF. TN provides asset management partnerships with a SSF election.
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State Tax Updates – McLean Lunch & Learn

Market-Based Sourcing – Current Status
Market-Based Sourcing

Market-Based Sourcing

Market-Based Sourcing

Where Benefit
Received

Where Service
Received

Where Service
Delivered

Arizona (election)

Connecticut

Alabama

Maryland

Missouri

California

Hawaii

Colorado

Nebraska

North Carolina

Iowa

Illinois

District of Columbia

Oklahoma

Georgia

Maine

Indiana

Michigan

Minnesota

Kentucky

Missouri (election)

Louisiana

New Jersey

Massachusetts

New York

Montana

New York City

New Mexico

Rhode Island

Oregon

Utah

Pennsylvania

Wisconsin

Tennessee
Vermont
New Hampshire (2022)
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State Tax Updates – McLean Lunch & Learn

Market-Based
Sourcing
Where Customer
Located

Market-Based Sourcing
Where “Market”
Located

Sales Factor Sourcing Issues Creating FactorNexus
 Presence
Market-based
sourcing “look-through rules” – sourcing sales of
services to the location of the customer of the customer.


“Professional” services sourcing under market-based sourcing
rules – investment, consulting, management, finance, etc.



Drop shipment sellers/suppliers of tangible personal property
with destination state sales shipped via common carrier.



Intercompany sales of goods and services, including
“professional”/management services.
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After Wayfair and with
the continuing trend of
market-based sourcing
apportionment, service
providers and licensors of
intangibles (including
software) should expect to
see an expanding state
income tax and gross
receipts tax nexus
environment for their
businesses.

Planning Strategies to Minimize State Tax
Risks Based on Nexus
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR

Where Am I Subject to Tax?



In light of Wayfair, states now have a “green light” to assert economic presence nexus and
factor-presence nexus for state income taxes.



Review your business’s sales, by state
• Is the data “good data”? Know your source of information!
• Quantify and identify material states.



For material states:
• Does the business already have an in-state physical presence? → does P.L. 86-272 provide immunity
from the state’s net income tax?
• No in-state physical presence, but material sales → does the state assert economic nexus? → does P.L.
86-272 provide immunity?
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But don’t forget → Market-based sourcing!

Suggested Action Plan
SIX STEP APPROACH TO SALES/USE TAX COMPLIANCE IN THE WAKE OF WAYFAIR

Nexus
Determination
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Taxability
Evaluation

Exposure
Quantification

Mitigation and Sales Tax System
Disclosure
Selection and
Implementation

Sales Tax
Compliance

Sales Tax Remediation
SIX STEP APPROACH
Step 1 – Determine Nexus and Filing Obligations
 Determine where the company may have nexus
 Determine where the company has a filing obligation
Step 2 – Determine the Taxability of Products and Services
 Evaluate the Company’s revenue streams to determine the taxability
 Evaluate the Company’s customer base for possible exemptions
Step 3 – Quantify Potential State Tax Exposure
 Compile sales tax data
 Destination based sourcing
 State & Local Tax, Interest & Penalty Rates
 Compute Exposure Amount
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Sales Tax Remediation
SIX STEP APPROACH (continued)
Step 4 – Mitigation and Disclosure of Historical Liabilities
 Filing and Paying All Prior Tax Returns
 Voluntary Disclosure – Anonymous basis
 Negotiated Settlement
 Do Nothing

Step 5 – Sales Tax Automation
 Utilization of rate software
Step 6 - Prospective Compliance
 Utilization of rate software
 In-house or outsource tax return function
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What Solutions Are Available?




State Nexus Reviews
State Apportionment Reviews
• No longer a separate study; now a key part of any nexus review



Exposure Quantification
• Assess Wayfair retroactivity by state
• Quantify historic exposure
• May be part of an assessment under ASC 740

Audit Defense
 Mitigation and Remediation


• State voluntary disclosure programs and amnesties (if applicable)
• Tax planning
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Questions?
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COMPLYING WITH STATE TAXES AFTER SOUTH DAKOTA V. WAYFAIR
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